Abstract There is a strong body of literature that lends support to the health-promoting effects of an optimistic personality disposition, observed across various physical and psychological dimensions. In accordance with this evidence base, it has been suggested that optimism may positively influence the course and experience of pain. Although the associations among optimism and pain outcomes have only recently begun to be studied adequately, emerging experimental and clinical research links optimism to lower pain sensitivity and better adjustment to chronic pain. This review highlights recent studies that have examined the effects of optimism on the pain experience using samples of individuals with clinically painful conditions, as well as healthy samples in laboratory settings. Furthermore, factors such as catastrophizing, hope, acceptance and coping strategies, which are thought to play a role in how optimism exerts its beneficial effects on pain, are also addressed.
Introduction
Optimism is a dimension of personality that received substantially increased research attention throughout the 1980s and 1990s given its presumed ability to positively affect individuals' health and subjective well-being during times of adversity. Scientific interest in optimism continues, and, indeed, the vast majority of empirical evidence thus far has shown that optimism reliably exerts widespread mental and physical health promoting effects [1] [2] [3] [4] . Optimism is an individual difference factor that relates to generalized outcome expectancies and was defined by Scheier and Carver [5] on the basis of their broader theory of self-regulation [6] . Individuals high in optimism are people who expect positive outcomes to occur in their future. As a consequence, they expect to cope effectively with everyday stress and challenge. Conversely, individuals who are low in optimism expect negative outcomes in their future and do not expect to cope successfully (reviewed in [5, 7, 8] ). Individuals high in optimism are likely to persist in their goal-directed efforts, whereas those with low optimism are more likely to withdraw effort, become passive and, potentially, give up on achieving their goals. As such, individuals with greater levels of optimism are hypothesized to demonstrate enhanced resilience to stressful situations, and to experience greater physical and psychological well-being than their counterparts with low optimism. Support for this hypothesis has come from previous research which has shown that a high level of optimism is linked to both enhanced physiological recovery and psychosocial adjustment to coronary artery bypass surgery, bone marrow transplant, postpartum depression, traumatic brain injury, Alzheimer's disease, lung cancer, breast cancer and failed in vitro fertilization [9• ]. Whether or not optimism might similarly exert beneficial effects on the experience of pain is a topic that would benefit from greater clarification.
Other positive psychological constructs related to optimism have been shown to be important factors in biopsychosocial models predicting how individuals adjust to acute and chronic pain experiences [10] , particularly hopefulness and acceptance. Hopefulness has been conceptualized as a cognitive set involving both agency (i.e., the belief in one's ability to initiate and sustain actions) and pathways (i.e., the belief in ones' ability to generate routes to achieve desired goals) [11] . In line with this conceptualization, high levels of hope have been found to be related to lower levels of pain, psychological distress and functional disability in patients with chronic illnesses, such as traumatic brain injury [12] , HIV [13] and cancer [14] . Acceptance of pain involves accepting what cannot be changed, reducing unsuccessful attempts at eliminating pain and engaging in valued activities despite pain [15] . Pain acceptance is not giving up and succumbing to the pain, but rather accepting pain as a part of life and learning how to live more effectively in spite of it. Studies have shown that, over time, individuals with higher levels of pain acceptance actually tend to report significantly lower levels of pain and pain-related disability [16, 17] . Given that optimism is related to positive expectancies for the future and the ability to adapt, one might expect that persons with a high level of optimism are more likely to report greater hopefulness and pain acceptance. Along this vein, it is conceivable that optimism could indirectly influence the experience of pain through hopefulness and pain acceptance. At this time it seems that the field of pain medicine and research could benefit from a thorough review of the literature addressing positive psychological variables, particularly optimism, in relation to the pain experience.
In 2000, Garofalo [18] conducted a review of the then scant body of literature specifically addressing whether optimism confers any benefit for the experience and management of chronic pain. At the time, the influence of optimism on individuals' experiences of chronic pain, or any type of pain for that matter, had never been examined systematically. Garofalo reasoned that one likely explanation for the sparse attention given to the relationship between optimism and chronic pain was that the overwhelming majority of relevant studies (at the time of his review) had focused predominantly on negative personality and psychological constructs that increase the risk for poor pain outcomes. For instance, pain catastrophizing, depressed mood and neuroticism all exert deleterious effects on the experience of pain [19] [20] [21] , and a common pain psychology treatment goal involves reducing the negative effect of these factors. Despite the limited number of studies from which to draw conclusions [22, 23 ], Garofalo's review led him to tentatively assert that preliminary evidence supports the positive effects of optimism on the experience of pain and its course of treatment. Over the past decade the consensus that optimism positively influences the course and experience of acute and chronic pain, as well as individuals' responses to pain treatments has continued to grow. This has resulted in increased efforts to examine the influence of optimism on pain outcomes in clinical settings, as well as experimental pain sensitivity, placebo analgesia and endogenous pain processing. This article summarizes the literature, published since Garofalo's review, that is derived from clinical and experimental research examining the associations between optimism and the experience of pain.
Optimism and Clinically Painful Conditions

Chronic Pain
The preponderance of recent research relating optimism to the experience of persistent pain indicates that optimists typically report experiencing less intense pain than pessimists and may also respond better to treatment. For example, in a heterogeneous sample of patients with different types of cancer (all solid tumor cancers or non-Hodgkin's lymphoma), greater optimism predicted less severe pain intensity reports following a 10-week pain and fatigue symptom control intervention [24] . The positive association between greater optimism and less severe cancer-related pain was further corroborated in a Chinese sample of patients with lung cancer [25] , as well as a French sample of patients with head and neck cancer [26] . It appears that the positive influence of optimism is not just limited to cancer pain, but also extends to pain of musculoskeletal origins. A study of patients with osteoarthritis revealed that greater optimism was correlated significantly with reports of less severe pain, as well as greater life satisfaction [27] . Likewise, greater optimism was related to less pain in separate samples of patients with rheumatoid arthritis [28] and temporomandibular joint disorder [29] . Not every study has revealed a significant relationship between optimism and pain. For instance, optimism did not correlate significantly with pain ratings in a sample of adolescents with sickle cell disease [30] ; however, optimism was shown to be a significant moderator of the relationship between pain intensity and daily opioid medication use. This finding suggests that the more optimistic adolescents with sickle cell were better able to match their opioid use to their pain severity relative to pessimistic adolescents.
Adjustment to Chronic Pain
It is possible that individuals with greater optimism have better chronic pain outcomes because they are less attentive to pain and better able to adjust to life with a pain condition. Support for this notion comes from research described by Affleck et al. [31] , whereby it was revealed that optimistic asthma patients were less attentive to increases in pain than pessimistic asthma patients. Similarly, optimists reported attending less to painful sensations than pessimists in a sample of elderly osteoarthritis patients [32] . In addition to its associations with less attention to pain, optimism has also been reported to promote better pain-related functioning, less psychological distress and less engagement in maladaptive cognitive processes, such as pain catastrophizing [33, 34] . Along this vein, greater optimism was associated with higher levels of positive daily mood, more life satisfaction and fewer pain-related activity limitations in patients with rheumatoid arthritis [28, 35] . In a separate study of women with rheumatoid arthritis, it was reported that greater optimism was associated with less catastrophizing about reoccurring pain [36] .
Post-operative Pain
In addition to its beneficial influence on persistent pain and treatment responses, empirical evidence has also shown that greater optimism measured pre-operatively is related to improved outcomes following major invasive and minor elective surgeries. In a sample of patients recovering from coronary artery bypass graft surgery, those with greater optimism reported experiencing less severe pain at 2 weeks, 1 month and 3 months after surgery than patients with low optimism [37] . Optimism was also related to a more favorable recovery and greater health-related quality of life at 6 month follow-up in a study of Dutch patients who underwent surgeries classified as minor, intermediate or major according to anticipated level of post-operative pain [38] . However, it should be noted that optimism was not related directly to post-operative pain intensity ratings in this Dutch study. The positive effect of being optimistic has also been found in individuals receiving minimallyinvasive corrective surgery. There is evidence that in a sample of adults undergoing arthroscopic knee surgery, greater optimism prospectively predicted lower ratings of pain severity 1 year post-operatively [39] .
Optimism and Induced Pain in the Laboratory Setting
Until recently, most research on optimism and pain had been conducted outside of a laboratory setting with patient samples experiencing chronic pain or enduring painful procedures as described earlier. Examining optimism and pain in a laboratory setting with healthy adult samples is advantageous for two key reasons: (i) it provides a context free of numerous factors (e.g., differential pain severity, disability, medication use) that may unduly alter the relationship in patient samples and (ii) it allows for the use of sophisticated quantitative sensory testing protocols to determine whether optimism is related to the nociceptive processing of painful stimuli (i.e., pain sensitivity) or just to patients' verbal pain reports. From the limited research described in the following that has examined optimism and pain in the laboratory setting, it appears that optimism is, indeed, related to pain sensitivity.
Pain Sensitivity
Quantitative sensory testing (QST) is an approach to pain sensitivity assessment that is derived from experimental psychophysics and consists of measuring the responses evoked by various standardized modalities of noxious stimulation (e.g., heat, cold, mechanical, ischemic) [40] . Optimism has been shown recently to be associated with the percept of pain produced by QST across several different stimulation modalities. For example, in a study of healthy adults, participants were subjected to a cold pressor task (CPT) and had their blood pressure monitored in order to examine responses to cold pain [41] . Results showed that participants with the highest levels of optimism not only provided the least intense ratings of pain (i.e., less pain sensitivity), but also demonstrated lower cardiovascular reactivity and reported less distress due to the CPT. A followup study conducted by Hood et al. [42• ] corroborated these findings in a separate sample of healthy adults by also reporting that greater optimism was associated with less severe ratings of pain intensity in response to the CPT.
The effects of optimism on pain sensitivity also appear to extend to other QST modalities. Costello and colleagues induced ischemic pain using a submaximal effort tourniquet procedure, which was done to examine interleukin-6 (IL-6; a pro-inflammatory cytokine) levels during stress in relation to optimism and pain sensitivity in a sample of patients with temporomandibular joint disorder (TMJD) [43] . In this study it was revealed that TMJD patients with low optimism had greater IL-6 levels during stress, were less able to tolerate the ischemic pain task and, subsequently, rated their experience of ischemic pain as more unpleasant when compared with TMJD patients with high optimism. This study and others [41, 42•] highlight the association of optimism with a single instance of evoked pain; however, whether optimism promotes the ability to adapt to repeated painful stimuli-a process commonly referred to as habituation-has received only limited attention. In a study of healthy women, participants were exposed repeatedly to heat and cold pain using a contact Peltier thermode [44] . Results showed that optimism was associated significantly with participants' ability to habituate to repeated cold pain contacts; however, this effect was less pronounced for repeated heat pain contacts. Although it remains to be tested empirically, enhanced ability to adapt/habituate to repeat occurrences of pain could be one possible explanation for why optimism has been shown to be related to better adjustment in clinical studies [28, 33, 34, 36] .
One overarching limitation of the laboratory-based research that thus far has examined the effects of optimism on pain sensitivity is the correlational nature of the data. This is because the construct of optimism has, historically, been measured as a disposition using self-report questionnaires, such as the Life Orientation Test-Revised (LOT-R) [8] . The LOT-R consists of a set of statements (e.g., I'm always optimistic about my future; I rarely count on good things happening to me) to which people indicate their agreement or disagreement on a multi-point scale. This is not to say that use of the LOT-R is without merit, because the LOT-R has been instrumental in helping researchers to better understand the role of optimism in relation to pain and, more broadly, health. However, without some direct experimental manipulation of optimism, it is difficult to make causal inferences about the effects of optimism on pain sensitivity. An optimism manipulation called the "best possible self" (BPS)-a positive future thinking and imagery technique-has been developed and shown to be an effective means of inducing optimism by increasing expectancies of positive future events [45•] . For greater detail regarding the BPS manipulation, readers are directed to the work of Peters et al. [46] . A recent Dutch study took healthy volunteers and randomized them to either the BPS manipulation or a control condition, and subjected them all to the cold pressor task [47••] . The study found that, relative to the control condition, the BPS manipulation was associated significantly with increased levels of optimism and, in turn, this induced optimism was related to lower pain intensity ratings during the CPT. These data are some of the first to support a causal effect of optimism towards pain sensitivity.
Placebo Analgesia
Several laboratory-based studies have examined the relationship of optimism with pain-related phenomena other than pain sensitivity, such as placebo analgesia. The placebo effect is a psychophysiological reaction to an inactive substance or procedure [48] . Increased attention has been devoted to the placebo effect as an outcome of interest, particularly as it relates to the experience of analgesia (i.e., decreased pain perception) [49] . Currently, there is great need to better understand predictors of placebo analgesia, as treatments for both acute and chronic pain could benefit from clinically meaningful placebo effects [50] . It has been suggested that optimism may be one such predictor, given that optimism is generally defined as the expectation for positive future outcomes, and placebo effects seem to be driven by expectations [51] . To explore this possibility, a recent study by Geers et al. [52••] randomly assigned healthy participants to either receive a placebo expectation or no expectation prior to completing a CPT. All study participants were administered the LOT-R optimism measure and had a medicinal-smelling, yet inert, cream applied to the hand that was to be submerged in cold water. The difference in conditions involved informing the placebo expectation condition that the cream was a new topical anesthetic that possessed powerful pain-reducing effects, whereas the no expectation condition was told the cream was simply a hand-cleaning product. Results showed that greater optimism was significantly associated with lower ratings of pain intensity in the placebo expectation condition, but not in the condition that received no expectation. Based upon these results, the authors concluded that optimism can be an important predictor of placebo analgesia. Further evidence supporting the ability of optimism to predict placebo analgesia comes from a separate project that incorporated research methods very similar to those described in the study by Geers et al. In this separate project, it was shown that greater dispositional optimism was associated with the reproducibility of placebo analgesia, such that repeated placebo responders were individuals with the highest levels of optimism [53] .
Endogenous Pain Processing
Recent developments in the field include classification of chronic pain as a disease of the central nervous system (CNS) associated with aberrations in the endogenous processing of painful stimuli [54] . Accordingly, it has been hypothesized that these aberrations in the CNS processing of pain signals may put individuals at risk for the development or perpetuation of chronic pain [55] . Endogenous pain processing refers broadly to the phenomenon whereby the CNS modulates pain signals by either facilitating or inhibiting them [56] . In a laboratory setting, dysfunction of endogenous inhibition of pain is often assessed in humans using a "pain-inhibition-by-pain" model where pain in a local area (test stimulus) is inhibited by a second pain applied distally to the test stimulus (conditioning stimulus) [57] . The term "conditioned pain modulation" (CPM) has been used recently to refer to this inhibitory phenomenon [57] . Temporal summation (TS) refers to a form of pain facilitation characterized by the perception of increased pain despite constant or even reduced peripheral afferent input, and TS is considered a perceptual manifestation of enhanced central excitability [58] . Dysfunction of pain facilitation can be assessed with TS by administering short-duration repeated painful stimuli of a constant intensity and measuring the consequent increase in pain as an indirect method of evaluating sensitization of the CNS [59] .
Although new research has helped to clarify that optimism influences experimental pain sensitivity and reports of chronic pain severity, until recently it was unclear whether optimism might also be related to the endogenous pain processes thought to subserve pain sensitivity and the overall experience of pain. Recent evidence suggests there may be a neuroanatomical basis for a relationship between optimism and endogenous pain processing. For instance, studies examining how pain is processed in the human brain have suggested that a network of subcortical (e.g., amygdala, periaqueductal gray) and cortical structures (e.g., prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, insula, somatosensory cortices) appear to be involved [60, 61] . Moreover, additional developments in functional neuroimaging studies have shown that many of the cortical regions thought to be relevant to endogenous pain processing are also implicated in the generation of optimistic expectations [62] . For instance, the experimental induction of an optimism bias has been found to be associated with greater activation of regions in the prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate, as well as corresponding attenuations in activation of key painprocessing areas such as the insula and secondary somatosensory cortex [63, 64] . Thus, optimism appears to be associated with the engagement of many of the cortical regions involved in the endogenous processing of pain.
A series of studies by Goodin et al. [65•, 66 •] set out to examine the relationships between optimism and endogenous pain processing using CPM and TS methodology. In their first study of healthy adults, it was revealed that higher levels of optimism were associated significantly with greater CPM or an enhanced ability for central pain inhibition. In a subsequent study of older adults with symptomatic knee osteoarthritis, higher levels of optimism were also found to be related significantly with less TS of heat pain, suggesting attenuated central pain facilitation [66•] . Taken together, these results provide preliminary support for a link between optimism and endogenous pain processing. Furthermore, these findings indirectly support the possibility that the diminished pain sensitivity reported by individuals with greater optimism [41, 42•, 43] may be related to enhancements in the endogenous inhibition of pain, as well as diminished pain facilitation. Whether the relationships among optimism and endogenous pain processes translate directly into less pain sensitivity and less severe reports of chronic pain is a topic in need of further investigation.
Cognitive and Behavioral Mediators of Optimism's Effects on the Pain Experience
How optimism comes to exert its influence on the experience of pain has received increased empirical attention. Although it could be argued that other factors such as endogenous pain processing mechanisms (e.g., CPM and TS) might mediate the effects of optimism on the experience of pain, this section is limited to discussing cognitive and behavioral mediators because they have thus far received the most direct attention. One important mediator of the optimism and pain relationship that has emerged is pain catastrophizing, which is an exaggerated negative response to actual or anticipated pain [19] . The association between greater optimism and less pain catastrophizing was reported initially in clinical studies as proof that optimism predicts better adjustment to chronic pain [33, 34, 36] . However, a recent laboratory-based study of healthy individuals conducted by Hood et al. [42• ] expanded upon the current knowledge base by demonstrating that the association between optimism and pain intensity ratings was mediated by pain catastrophizing. More specifically, individuals who demonstrated the greatest levels of optimism tended to engage in less pain catastrophizing in anticipation of a painful stimulus. In turn, less pain catastrophizing predicted less severe pain intensity rating in response to a CPT. The ability of diminished pain catastrophizing to mediate optimism's beneficial effect on the pain experience has been further confirmed by two subsequent studies involving healthy, young adults [47••] and older adults with chronic knee pain [66•] .
In the introduction to this review, it was suggested that persons with a high level of optimism may be more likely to report greater hopefulness and pain acceptance, which is important because both have been shown to be predictive of better chronic pain outcomes [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In studies that have sought to determine the extent to which optimism and hopefulness represent overlapping constructs, it has been reported consistently that optimism is related to how hopeful individuals are about their future well-being [67, 68] . Hopefulness and optimism appear to be related, but not identical, constructs, because hopefulness seems more directly related to the personal attainment of specific goals, whereas optimism focuses more broadly on the expected quality of future outcomes in general [68] . Not only does hopefulness relate to less severe pain intensity among persons with chronic health conditions, it also appears to predict less pain sensitivity in laboratory studies of healthy adults [69] . Support for the association between optimism and pain acceptance comes from a study involving patients with rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis [70] . In this study, optimism was related positively with greater patient acceptance of their respective diseases, and, in turn, greater acceptance was related with less reported pain for the rheumatoid arthritis patients, as well as less fatigue for multiple sclerosis patients. Several additional studies have found that the mechanisms for dealing with stressful events preferred by persons with high levels of optimism are more often acceptance and approach-oriented coping and less often avoidance or denial, when compared to persons with less optimistic outlooks [71] [72] [73] .
Coping strategies also appear to be related to the influence of optimism on pain experiences. Compared with those with low optimism, individuals with high levels of optimism have been found more likely to engage in approach coping strategies (i.e., planning, seeking support) and less likely to engage in avoidance coping strategies (i.e., denial, isolating oneself) when confronted with threats or challenges [74] . Approach-and avoidance-based coping strategies have been examined in relation to the pain experience, and while not formally demonstrated as a mediator, approach coping strategies have been shown to not only be related to greater optimism but also to less severe reports of pain severity among chronic pain patients [34] . These findings provide indirect support for the hypothesis that the beneficial effects of optimism on pain are due, at least in part, to the use of more approach-based pain coping strategies by those individuals with greater optimism.
Conclusions
In his review of the optimism and pain literature published in 2000 [18] , Garafalo suggested that the scant amount of completed research addressing the beneficial effects of optimism on pain was compelling but too preliminary to make any meaningful generalizations. He concluded by stating that further exploration of optimism's role as a protective factor in the experience of pain was needed. As can be gleaned from this review of the literature, multiple studies have since examined the relationship between optimism and pain in clinical and laboratory settings, with the predominant finding being that optimism seems to benefit the pain experience and its course of treatment. Figure 1 provides a simplified, working conceptual model describing both direct and indirect pathways by which optimism is likely to contribute to the experience of pain. In the future, individuals who treat and research pain need to pay more attention to the role that positive psychological factors, such as optimism, play in the pain experience. Determining how the current empirical findings relating optimism to the pain experience can best be translated into improved clinical practice represents an important effort moving forward.
One area for further investigation would be to address whether cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) for the psychological treatment of chronic pain could benefit from focusing on optimism. In the past, chronic pain patients provided with a trial of CBT for pain management have shown mixed responses to treatment, with some patients benefiting [75] and others not [76] . Whether differences in patients' responses to CBT may be accounted for, at least in part, by optimism is unknown. For instance, it might be that patients' baseline levels of optimism interact with CBT treatments that target their pain, such that patients with high optimism derive more benefit from CBT than patients with low optimism. Such a hypothesis is currently speculative and additional research is needed to address this possibility. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the development and refinement of new clinical interventions that can directly cultivate optimism and other positive resources for coping with pain is a worthy pursuit [77] . Standard CBT for the management of chronic pain often lends most of its emphasis to the targeting of negative cognitions (i.e., catastrophizing) for reduction. Yet there may be instances when simply reducing negative cognitions may not be sufficient. The addition of "optimism training" techniques as a component of CBT may be particularly useful for helping patients by increasing the frequency of positive cognitions and self-statements that foster optimism and motivate adaptive behavior.
It appears that individuals can learn to be more optimistic, and clinical researchers have begun to develop optimism training interventions that increase optimism by shifting expectancies for the future from negative to positive [78] . These interventions often include positive future thinking techniques that require envisioning an imaginary future in which everything has turned out in the most optimal way. Writing about, and imagining, a future where everything has turned out optimally has been shown to increase optimism in terms of expecting favorable outcomes, and this increase in optimism has been found to be independent of changes in positive mood [46] . A common limitation of the previous research evaluating optimism training is that most often only the immediate post-intervention effects of a single session have been studied. Perhaps more encouraging was that optimism has been shown to increase and remained significantly elevated, relative to baseline, in response to a 2-week optimism training intervention [45•] . The clinical relevance of optimism training as a component of CBT for the psychological treatment of chronic pain remains unclear and future research is warranted. However, CBT techniques, such as guided imagery, are used regularly by pain clinicians to help chronic pain patients better manage their stress levels [79, 80] . Thus, it is not unfathomable to consider that pain clinicians might be able to further assist chronic pain patients with their pain experiences by facilitating future thinking techniques that incorporate positive images of an optimal life as a means of increasing optimism.
